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A picture is a set of unit lines from the Cartesian plane considered as a square 
grid. A word over the alphabet {l, r, u, d} is apicture description i  the sense that it 
represents a traversal of a picture where the interpretation f the symbols l, r, u, d, 
is: 
l go one unit line to the left of the current point, 
r go one unit line to the right of the current point, 
u go one unit line up from the current point, and 
d go one unit line down from the current point. 
A set of picture descriptions forms a picture description language. This paper 
investigates the basic properties of pictures and picture description languages from 
the formal language theory point of view. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the approaches to pattern recognit ion is the syntactic approach, 
see, e.g., Fu (1974) and Fu  (1977). With in this approach patterns are being 
composed of subpatterns (primitives). When the basic primitives are 
represented as nodes and their interconnect ions as edges, patterns can be 
represented by graphs and their sets (languages) can be generated (syntac- 
tically described) by graph grammars,  see, e.g., Rosenfeld and Mi lgram 
(1972), Mylopoulos (1972), and Pfalz (1972). Quite often, however, one 
does not have to use general graphs to describe patterns and it suffices to use 
strings as follows. Primit ives are given names which are letters from some 
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fixed alphabet and then patterns can be represented as strings over the given 
alphabet (which is sometimes extended to include the names of operators 
acting as subpatterns). A string describing a given pattern corresponds to a 
traversal of this pattern "through" its component subpatterns, see, e.g., 
Kirsch (1964), Knoke and Wiley (1967), Shaw (1969), and Winkler (1978). 
Such an approach of describing languages consisting of multidimensional 
objects by string languages has the potential advantage of the use of a 
considerably rich body of knowledge about string grammars and languages 
(see, e.g., Ginsburg, 1966; Harrison, 1978; and Salomaa, 1973) to study 
languages consisting of structures more complicated than strings. 
In this paper we will be concerned with (languages of) patterns, the 
building blocks of which (their primitives) are unit lines in the two- 
dimensional Cartesian grid. Such patterns, referred to as pictures are 
particularly suitable for the description by strings because ach point in the 
Cartesian plane has four neighbours. Moving to a neighbour of a given point 
(or, in other words, adding a line to the already constructed picture) can be 
described using one of the four letters: l, for left; r, for right; u, for up; and d, 
for down. In this way the description of a new picture results by catenating 
one of these four letters to the description of the already constructed picture. 
This concept resembles that of a so-called "chain-code," which was 
introduced by Freeman (1961) (see Freeman, 1974 for a nice survey of this 
topic). First investigations of languages of chain-codes have been made in 
Feder (1968). 
This paper is aimed at the systematic mathematical study of generating 
languages of pictures using string generating rammars. In particular we 
study the use of grammars from the classical Chomsky hierarchy (see, e.g., 
Salomaa, 1973) for this purpose. Such study should result in a better insight 
into the structure of picture languages. On the other hand, such a study 
reveals a number of new problem areas concerning traditional string 
grammars and string languages; we hope that in this way we can shed new 
light on classical formal language theory. 
The paper is organized as follows. After the general notational and 
terminological questions are settled in the Preliminaries, Section 2 introduces 
the basic notions concerning pictures and their descriptions by strings. In 
Section 3 we demonstrate he usefulness of regular string languages for the 
description of a number of (classes of) picture languages either interesting on 
its own or needed for the technical study of various classes of picture 
languages. In Section 4 we study the hierarchy of (classes of) picture 
languages corresponding to the basic Chomsky hierarchy of (classes of) 
string languages (which are used now to describe pictures in the outlined 
above "traversal mode"). In Section 5 we investigate some basic decision 
problems; the results provided here should indicate the effectiveness 
(constructive) of descriptions of picture languages by string grammars. 
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Section 6 is concerned with the complexity of pictures. The notion of a 
minimal (string) description of a picture is introduced and then the ratio of 
the length of such a description to the size of the picture determines the 
descriptional complexity of a picture. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic formal language 
theory, e.g., in the scope of Ginsburg (1966), Harrison (1978), or Salomaa 
(1973). Perhaps only the following notational matters require an additional 
comment : N denotes the set of nonnegative integers and Z denotes the set of 
integers. For a set A, 2 A denotes the set of its subsets and if A is finite, then 
IAI denotes the cardinality of A. As customary in formal language theory, 
quite often we will identify the singleton set with its element. For sets A and 
B, A --B denotes their set-theoretical difference and A U B their union. For 
an integer n, In I denotes the absolute value of n. A denotes the empty word. 
For a word w, mir(w) denotes its mirror image, ]wl denotes its length and if 
b is a letter, then #b(w) denotes the number of occurrences of b in w. If lw I = 
k >/1 then, for 1 <<, i <~ k, i(w) denotes the letter occurring at the ith position 
of w. The set of prefixes of w is denoted by pref(w) and sub(w) denotes the 
set of subwords of w. Analogously, for a language K, pref(K) = (.-) w~e pref(w) 
and sub(K) = L)w~ sub(w). 
We will use LREG, LL~N, LCF, Lcs, and LRE to denote the classes of 
regular, linear, context-free, context-sensitive, and recursively enumerable 
languages, respectively. 
2. BASIC NOTIONS 
In this paper we will consider pictures drawn in the Cartesian plane. Each 
picture will be composed of lines and the supply of them is defined as 
follows. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The two-fold Cartesian product Z 2 of Z with itself is 
referred to as the universal point set. For v = (m, n )E  Z 2, x(v)= m, and 
y(v) = n. The up-neighbour o f f  is u(v) = (m, n + 1), the down-neighbour o f f  
is d(v) = (m, n - 1), the left-neighbour o f f  is l(v) = (m - 1, n), and the right 
neighbour of v is r(v) = (m + 1, n). The neighbourhood of v is defined as 
N(v) = {u(v), d(v), l(v), r(v)}. The universal line set MI is defined by 
M1 = {{(mo, no), (ml, ni)}](mo, no), (ml, nl) E Z 2 
and ]mo- -ml l+ lno-n l [= l}. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. An attached basic picture is a finite subset of MI.  For 
an attached basic picture p, its point set V(p) is defined by 
V(p)= {v C Z2[for some v' C Z 2, {v', v} ~p}. 
If for every v, v' C V(p) such that v' 4= v, there exist points v 0, v r, .... vn in 
V(p) such that n~> I, v0=v,  vn=v ' ,  and Ivi, v i+l}~p for O<.i<~n-1,  
then p is connected. If v C V(p), then the degree ofv in p, denoted egp(v), is 
defined by degp(v) = [ V(p) ~ N(v)[. 
An attached basic picture formalizes the intuitive notion of a picture that 
is given as a "ready product." That is, no information is given as to how this 
picture was realized (or "drawn"). For technical reasons, sometimes we will 
need the information where the drawing of a picture started and where it 
ended. Hence, we use the following notation. 
DEFINITION 2.3. An attached rawn picture is a triple q = (p, s, e) such 
that p is a connected attached basic picture and either p = O and s, e ~ Z 2, 
with s = e, or p ve O and s, e C V(p); p is the base ofq denoted base(q), s is 
the start point of q denoted start(q) and e is the end point of q denoted 
end(q). The shift of q is the vector sh(q) defined by sh(q)= 
(x(e) - x(s), y(e) - y(s)). If sh(q) = (0, 0), then q is called normal. 
Since we will carry in parallel the theory of (attached) drawn pictures and 
the theory of (attached) basic pictures, to avoid unnecessary technicalities, 
we will consider in the sequel only connected (attached) basic pictures (by 
definition every (attached) drawn picture is connected). 
As the name itself suggests, attached (basic or drawn) pictures are 
attached to particular points in Z 2. In fact we are mainly interested in the 
relative positions of the edges among each other rather than their absolute 
positions in Z 2. In particular, to study a number of general properties of 
pictures, one would like to consider (basic or drawn) pictures as unattached 
objects, that is to consider two attached (basic or drawn) pictures equivalent 
whenever one can translate (in the usual geometrical sense) one into another 
one. In order to formalize this idea we need the following mappings. 
For m, n C Z we define tm. ~ to be the mapping from Z 2 into Z 2 such that 
for d= (x,y) C Z 2, tm.,(d) = (x + m,y + n). We extend tm, ~ to the mapping 
Sm, n from M 1 into M 1 as follows: for {v,v'} ~M 1, 
Sm,n({U, U'}) = Itm,n(U), tm,n(U')}. 
Then we extend Sin, n to the mapping s~,,n from subsets of M 1 into subsets of 
M1 as follows: for all p ~ M1, 
S'm,.(P) = {Sm,.(tV, V'})I {V, V'} ~ p}. 
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To avoid cumbersome notation we shall use the same notation Sm, ~ for both 
mappings Sm, n and s ' , , ,  this, however, should not lead to confusion. 
DEFINITION 2.4. (1) Let Pl,P2 be attached basic pictures. We say thatpl 
and P2 are equivalent, denoted p~ ~Pz, if there exist m, n C Z such that 
Sm,n(Pl) =P2"  
(2) Let ql, q2 be attached rawn pictures. We say that ql and q2 are 
equivalent, denoted ql~-q2, if there exist m, n EZ  such that Sm, n 
(base(q,)) = base(q2), tm,n(start(q,) ) = start(q2) and G,,(end(ql))= end(q2). 
We leave to the reader the straightforward proof of the following result 
justifying the use of the term "equivalent" above. 
LEMMA 2.1. Both ~ and ~- are equivalence relations. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let p be an attached basic picture and let q be an 
attached rawn picture. The equivalence class o f~ containing p, denoted 
[p], is called the unattached version of p; it is also called an unattached 
basic picture. The equivalence class of-~ containing q, denoted (q), is called 
the unattached version of q; it is also called an unattached rawn picture. 
The standard representative of (q) is the attached rawn picture q' such that 
q' ~- q and start(q') = (0, 0). 
Remark 2.1. To simplify the terminology, unattached basic pictures are 
referred to simply as basic pictures and similarly unattached drawn pictures 
are referred to simply as drawn pictures. All the previously introduced 
terminology and notation concerning attached (basic or drawn) pictures is 
carried in the obvious way to (basic or drawn) pictures. For example, i fp is 
a basic picture, p = [p'], then I Pl = I p'l and V(p) denotes the "equivalence 
class" of V(p') (that is the equivalence class of V(p') with respect o the 
equivalence relation induced by tin. n functions). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the attached basic pictures: 
p1={{(2,3), (2,4)}, {(2,4), (3,4)}, {(3,4), (3,5)}, {(3,4), (4,4)}, {(3,5), 
(4, 5)}, {(4,4), (4,5)}} 
and 
p2=/t(9,11) ,  (9, 12)/, 1(9,12), (10,12)}, 1(10, 12), (10, 13)}, {(10, 12), 
(11, 12)}, {(10, 13), (11, 13)}, {(11, 12), (11, 13)}}. 
Clearly sv,8(P1)=P2 and so Pl ~Pz.  Figure 1 is an illustration of [pl]. 
Consider the attached drawfi pictures in Figs. 2 and 3, q~ = (pj, (2, 3), 
(4, 4)) and q2 = (P2,  (9, 11), (11, 13)), respectively. It is easily seen that for 
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FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 
no m, n C Z, Sm,n(ql ) = q2 and so ql and q2 are not equivalent. Note that 
base(ql) =P l  and base(q2)=P2. A circle is used to indicate the start point 
and a square is used to indicate the end point. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A basiepicture language is a set of basic pictures and a 
drawn picture language is a set of drawn pictures. Given a drawn picture 
language D, its base, denoted base(D), is the basic picture language defined 
by 
base(D) = {base(q)lq C D}. 
Remark 2.2. In the sequel we will use the term "(attached)picture" as a 
generic term referring to both (attached) basic pictures and to (attached) 
drawn pictures. We will use the term "(attached)picture language" similarly. 
In this paper we will be concerned with finite definitions (descriptions) of 
pictures and (possibly infinite) picture languages. Since every point v on the 
Cartesian plane Z 2 has four neighours (l(v), r(v), u(v), and d(v)), a natural 
way to describe pictures (remember we consider connected pictures only!) is 
to describe a walk through a picture. Such a walk through a picture p would 
start at some point in V(p) and (inductively) once we are at some point in 
FIGURE 3 
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V(p) we can use one of the four symbols (letters) l, r, u, or d to indicate the 
next point of V(p) (or in other words, to indicate a line of p we will 
traverse). Clearly such a walk should go only through lines belonging to p 
and moreover, each line of p should be traversed at least once (however, a 
line can be traversed several times). Moreover, if the considered picture is a 
drawn picture, then the start point and the end point of the walk should 
correspond to the start and the end point of the picture, respectively. 
This idea is formalized as follows. Let H be the four-letter alphabet: 
H = {u, d, l, r}. Every word from H* is called apicture-description a d every 
language over H is called a picture-description language. A picture- 
description will be also referred to as a H-word and a picture-description 
language will be also referred to as a H-language. Also if G is a grammar 
(resp. automaton) generating (resp. recognizing) a H-language, then we say 
that G is a picture-description grammar or a H-grammar (resp. a picture- 
description automaton or a H-automaton). 
We define inv to be the homomorphism of H* defined by inv(l)= r, 
inv(r) = l, inv(u) = d, and inv(d) -- u. 
DEFINITION 2.7. (1) Let w E H*. 
(1.1) The drawn picture described by w, denoted dpic(w), is defined 
inductively as follows: If w=A,  then dpic(w)---(0, (0, 0), (0, 0))). If w =zr  
for some z C H*, r E H where dpic(z) = ((p, s, e)), then dpic(w) = ((p 
{{e,r(e)}}, s, v(e))). We set sh(w)= sh(dpic(w)) and we call w normal if 
dpic(w) is normal. 
(1.2) The basic picture described by w, denoted bpic(w), is defined by 
bpic(w) = base(dpic(w)). 
(2) Let K_~H*. 
(2.1) The drawn picture language described by K, denoted pic(K), is 
defined by dpic(K) = {dpic(w)l w C K}. 
(2.2) The basic picture language described by K, denoted bpic(K), is 
defined by bpic(K)= {bpic(w)[ w ~ K t. 
Remark 2.3. Notice that the inductive definition of the drawn picture 
described by w provides the standard representative of dpic(w). This 
definition assigns to each position i of w, 1 ~< i ~ ] w I, the unique line in the 
standard representative of dpic(w); this line will be denoted by line(i, w). 
Moreover, it allows one to consider the standard representative of dpic(w) as 
a directed (attached) picture. A directed (attached) picture consists of 
directed lines (rather than lines) where a directed line is an ordered pair 
f=  (a, b) such that {a, b} C M1; a is called the source off, denoted sou(f), 
and b is called the target off, denoted tar(f). If line(i, w) = Iv, v' }, where 
i(w) = v, then the directed line associated with the ith position of w is defined 
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FIGURE 4 FIGURE 5 
by oline(i, w)= (v, v'), where r(v)= v'. Hence the directed attached picture 
described by w is simply the set {oline(i, w)] 1 ~< i~ Iw]}. Clearly one may 
have i4=j such that oline(i, w)= (v, v') while oline(j, w)= (v', v); in the 
latter case, w would associate with line(i, w) two different directions. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let w~ =ururdlr, w2=ururdlru, and w3=ururdl. We 
have dpic(wi)= (q,), dpic(w2)= (q2), bpic(wl)= bpic(wz)= [P~J, where ql, 
q2, and Pl are Figs. 2, 3, and 1, respectively from Example 2.1. On the other 
hand, dpic(w3) is depicted in Fig. 4, and so (q~)4=dpic(w3)4= (q2) while 
bpic(wl) = bpic(w2) =bpic(w3) = [Pl]. The directed drawn pictures 
described by w 1, w E, and w 3 are r~, r2, and r 3 (Figs. 5-7), respectively. (We 
use arrows to indicate directions that the given word associates with the 
picture it describes.) We have sh(w0= (2,1), sh(w3)= (1,1), and 
sh(w2) = (2, 2), hence none of the words w~, w 2, or w 3 are normal. The word 
w 4 = ururdl2d is such that the directed drawn picture it describes is 
illustrated in Fig. 8; bpic(w4) = [p~] and sh(w4) = (0, 0); hence w 4 is normal. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Consider //-languages K~ = (uldru) + and K 2 = 
{(uldru) m (dlurd)m]m >~ 1}. We have bpic(K 0 = bpic(K2)= Bl, where B, is 
r3 
FIGURE 6 FIGURE 7 
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shown in Fig. 9. On the other hand, Figs. 10 and 11 illustrate dpic(K 0 and 
dpic(K2) , respectively; hence all words in K 2 are normal. The //-language 
K 3 = (rK2) + is such that bpic(K3) consists of "skyscrapers" as, e.g., the one 
in Fig. 12. 
3. ON REGULARITY OF PICTURE (-DESCRIPTION) LANGUAGES 
In this section we will investigate various classes of picture languages that 
correspond to (are described by the languages in) LRE G. We start by 
providing a characterization of the class of all picture languages 
corresponding to LRE G. This characterization is analogous to the well-known 
Kleene theorem (providing a set-theoretical characterization f LREG). 
First we need to introduce operations on pictures (and picture languages) 
corresponding to catenation and Kleene closure of strings (and string 
languages). 
DEFINITION 3.1. (1) Let q = ((r, s, e)) and ql = ((rl, Sl, el)) be drawn 
pictures. 
j - ,J 
FIGURE 9 
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qq = ,q2= ~ ' 
FIGURE 13 
q3 = 
(1.I) Let m, n C Z be such that tm.n(Sl)= e. The catenation of q and 
ql, denoted q • q~, is defined as 
(1.2) 
tively as 
q" ql -~ ((r U Sm,n(rl), S, tm,n(el))) 
For a nonnegative integer i, the ith power of q is defined induc- 
q0 = ((0, (0, 0), (0, 0))) and qi = q i - i  . q for i ~> 1. 
(2) Let K, K l be drawn picture languages. 
(2.1) The catenation of K and K~, denoted K .K  l, is defined by 
K.  K 1 = {q. q l lqCK and ql CK I / -  
(2.2) For a nonnegative integer i, the ith power of K is defined induc- 
tively as 
K° = /((~, (0, 0), (0, 0)))} and Ki=K i - I .K  for i~>1. 
(2.3) The KIeene star of K is defined by K* = (..)i~o Ki. 
The reader may easily verify the following result that establishes a direct 
correpondence between the catenation of strings and the catenation of 
pictures described by these strings. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Wl, wzCH* .  Then dpic(wlw2)=dpic(wl) ,  dpic(w2). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the drawn pictures in Figs. 13 and 14. Note that 
for w I = (urdlr) 2 urdIu, w 2 = (urdlr) 2 urdl, and w 3 = (rdlud) 2 rdludr we have 
dpic(wl) = ql, dpic(w2) = q2, dpic(w3) = q3, dpic(wlw3) = ql • q3, and 
dpic(w2 w3) = q2 " q3. 
Definition 3.2. The class of regular drawn picture languages is defined 
inductively as follows: 
(0) ~ is a regular drawn picture language. 
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FIGURE 14 
(1) If q is a drawn picture, then {q} is a regular drawn picture 
language. 
(2) If K and K 1 are regular drawn picture languages, then KUK~, 
K.  K 1, and K* are regular drawn picture languages. 
(3) There are no regular drawn picture languages other than those 
given by steps (0)-(3). 
DEFINITION 3.3. A basic picture language K is regular if there exists a 
regular drawn picture language K' such that K = base(K'). 
Analogously to the standard way of proving the Kleene theorem for 
regular languages, one can prove (using Lemma 3.1) the following charac- 
terization of regular picture languages. 
THEOREM 3.2. (1) A drawn picture language K is regular if and only if 
there exists a regular//-language L such that K = dpic(L). 
(2) A basic picture language K is regular if and only if there exists a 
regular//-language L such that K = bpic(L). 
Every nonempty picture has (infinitely) many //-words describing it. It 
turns out that the set of all //-words describing the same picture forms a 
regular language. 
DEFINITION 3.4. (1) Let p be a basic picture. The description language 
of p, denoted es(p), is the//-language defined by 
des(p) = {w ~/ / *  Ibpic(w) =p}. 
(2) Let q be a drawn picture. The description language of q, denoted 
as des(q), is the//-language defined by 
des(q) = {w E / / *  Idpic(w) = q}. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let q be either a drawn or a basic picture. Then des(q) is 
a regular H-language. 
Proof. Let q be a drawn picture, q = ((p, s, e)). Let A = (Q, H, 6, qi,, F) 
be the finite H-automaton defined by: The set of states Q = (V(p) × 2 p) u 
{$}, the initial state q i ,= (s, 4), the set of final states F= {(e,p)} and the 
transition function 6 is defined as follows: for (v, Z) C Q - {$} and r C H, 
c~((v, z),  r) = $ if {v, r(v)} ~p,  
= (r(v), Z • {Iv, r(v)//) otherwise, 
and 
6($, r) = $. 
Intuitively speaking, when A reads a word w (from left to right), it 
"implements" the inductive definition of dpic(w) (see Definition 2.7), hence it 
checks whether or not (i) the lines already constructed (when started in s) 
belong to p, (ii) each line o fp  is constructed, and (iii) the last line of w (thus 
the line corresponding to the rightmost letter of w) "leads to" e. 
We leave to the reader the straightforward proof of the equality 
des(q) = T(A), where T(A) is the language accepted by A. Hence des(q) is 
regular. 
Now let p be a basic picture. Let Dp be the set of drawn pictures defined 
by Dp = {qlbase(q)=p}. Clearly Dp is finite. On the other hand it is easily 
seen that des(p) = Uq~v~ des(q) and so des(p) is regular. Thus the theorem 
holds. | 
One can view the alphabet H as consisting of two pairs of 
"complementary" symbols {I,r} and {u,d}. Whenever any two 
complementary s mbols appear in a word w following each other, it means 
that in traversing bpic(w) (see Definition 2.7 and Remark 2.3) one traverses 
a line in one direction (e.g., left) and immediately "retreats" traversing the 
same line in the opposite direction (in our case: right). Considering siuations 
like this is technically important in the investigation of picture languages 
described by string languages. For example, if one wants to establish sh(w) 
for a given H-word w, then retreats occurring in w are clearly redundant and 
can be erased. This leads us to the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.5. A word from the set R = {ud, du, lr, rl} is called a 
retreat. Let w C H*. w is retreat-free if R C3 sub(w) = 0. The retreat deletion 
image of w, denoted red(w), is the language defined inductively as follows: 
(0) w~ red(w). 
(1) If z ~ red(w) and z = zl sz2, where s C R, then z ~ z2 ~ red(w). 
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(2) There are no words in red(w) other than those given by steps (0) 
and (I). 
One can easily prove the following result: 
LEMMA 3.4. Let w E H*. Then (1) red(w) contains exactly one retreat- 
free word, and (2)for every z E red(w), sh(z) -- sh(w). 
Such a unique element of red(w) is called the retreat-free image of w and 
it is denoted by ref(w). Note that if ref(w) = A, then w is a Dyck word over 
two pairs of parenthesis ({u, d} and {l, r/). The set of all such words will be 
denoted by D*; hence Dn*-- {w ~ H*lref(w ) =A/ .  
DEFINITION 3.6. Let K be a picture description language. The retreat 
deletion image of K, denoted red(K), is defined by red(K)= U,,.~ red(w) 
and the retreat-free image of K, denoted ref(K), is defined by ref(K)= 
{ref(w)] w C K}. 
THEOREM 3.5. ref(H*) is regular. 
Proof Note that H* - re f (H* )= H*RH* is a regular language. Since 
regular languages are closed under the set-theoretic difference, ref(H*) is 
regular. II 
In the rest of this section we investigate the result of applying red and ref 
operations to LREG, LCF, Lcs, and LLI N. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let K be a regular H-language. Then both red(K) and 
ref(K) are regular languages. 
Proof Let A = (E, H, 6, e~n, F) be a (deterministic) finite H-automaton 
accepting K, thus T(A) =K.  Let Q = {(el, e2) c (E X E)lg(el, w) = e 2 for 
some w E D*}. (Since D* is a context-free language and the intersection of a 
context-free language with a regular language is effectively context-free and 
the emptiness problem is decidable for context-free grammars, given A the 
set Q is effectively constructible). 
Let B = (E,H, 6', e~n,F' ) be the nondeterministic f nite automaton such 
that F'  = {e C El(e, e') E Q for soma e' ~ F} and 6' is defined as follows: 
for e E E and r ~ H, 6'(e, v) = {6(e', v)] for every e' such that (e, e') ~ Q}. 
We leave to the reader the straightforward verification of the equality 
T(B)=red(T(A)).  Hence red(K) is regular. On the other hand, ref(K)= 
red(K) n ref(H*), and so ref(K) is also regular. Thus the theorem holds. | 
THEOREM 3.7. LCF is not closed with respect o red and ref operations. 
Proof Consider the context-free language U 1 = {u2ildi li C N}*. Assume 
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that ref(U1)E Lcv. Since Lcv is closed under intersections with regular 
languages, it follows that U'~ = ref(U~)~ u+l+d is context-free. Let n/> 1 
and let us consider a word w n = u2hldi'u2i21d i2 . . .  b lZ in ld  in from U 1 . Clearly 
ref(w~)Cu+l+d if and only if i ,= l  and 2ij=ij_~ for 2<~j~n.  Conse- 
quently, ref(w,)= u2"l"d and so U~ = {u2~lid[i>/1}. Thus U~ is not context- 
free, a contradiction. Hence Lcv is not closed with respect to the ref 
operation. Reasoning in a similar way, one proves that Lcv is not closed 
with respect o the red operation. Hence the theorem holds. | 
Using the well-known facts that including erasing productions in context- 
sensitive grammars yields all recursively enumerable languages and that the 
class of context-sensitive languages i  closed under intersections with regular 
languages, one easily proves the following result: 
THEOREM 3.8. Lcs is not closed with respect o red and ref operations. 
We are not able to prove (or disprove) whether LL~ N is closed under ref 
and red operations. We can show however that LL~ N cannot be effectively 
closed under these operations. 
THEOREM 3.9. It is not decidable whether or not A C ref(L(G)) 
(A C red(L(G))) for an arbitrary linear grammar G. 
Proof. Let a=(u~ ..... a.), f l=~ ..... fl.) be an instance of Post 
correspondence problem, where a i, f l i~{u,r}*  for l<~i<.n, n>/2. Let 
G~,~= (22, H,P, S) be the linear //-grammar such that 22= {S}•H and 
P consists of productions of the form S~aiSmi r ( inv~i ) )  and 
S ~ a i mir(inv(flt)) for 1 ~< i ~ n. 
Consider a word zCL(G) ;  clearly z is of the form Z=ZlZ 2, where 
z 1 ~ {u, r}* and z2C {d, l}*. Thus if z contains a retreat, then this retreat 
consists of the last letter of z~ and the first letter of z 2 ; removing the retreat 
we obtain the word z m. Again, zm= z~I~Z~z2),where z~ ~)C {u, r} * and z~ ~ = 
{d, l}* and we can iterate the above reasoning. Consequently if ref(z)=A, 
then (a, fl) has a solution. It is easily seen that this implies that 
A C ref(L(G)) if and only if (u, fl) has a solution. Thus the problem 
"A E ref(L(G))?" is not decidable. Since A ~ red(L(G)) if and only if 
A C ref(L(G)), the problem "A C ref(L(G))?" is also not decidable. Thus the 
theorem holds. | 
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4. THE BASIC HIERARCHY 
One of the basic facts of formal language theory says that LREG, LHN , 
LCF, Lcs, and LRE form a strict hierarchy, that is, 
LREG~ LLIN~ LCFff Lcsff LRE. 
In this chapter we will consider the relationships between the classes of 
(basic or drawn) picture languages corresponding to this basic Chomsky 
hierarchy. We would like to warn the reader in advance that the strictness of 
the basic Chomsky hierarchy does not automatically imply the strictness of 
the corresponding hierarchies for the classes of basic and drawn picture 
languages. Actually we will see (see Theorem 4.5) that the corresponding 
picture languages hierarchy is not totally analogous to the basic Chomsky 
hierarchy. 
The following example is very instructive in pointing out differences 
between (the inclusion of classes of) string languages on the one hand and 
the (inclusion of classes of) corresponding picture languages on the other 
hand. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the language 
K 1 = {riumdmrJd"u"rkli, k >/0 and re,j, n >/ 1 }. 
Clearly K~ E LcF - -LL t  N. The set of basic pictures described by K~, 
bpick(K1), consists of pictures of the form in Fig. 15. But bpic(Kl)= 
bpic(K2), where K 2 -- {dmridnunrkl i] i, k >/0 and m, j, n/> 1} and obviously 
K2 ~ LEt N ! 
DEFINITION 4.1. (1) Let K be a basic picture language. K is called 
regular, linear, context-free, context-sensitive, or recursively enumerabIe if 
there exists a right-linear, linear, context-free, context-sensitive or type-0 
grammar G, respectively, such that bpic(L(G))= K. 
(2) Let K be a drawn picture language. K is called regular, linear, 
context-free, context-sensitive, or recursively enumerable if there exists a 
I 
FmURE 15 
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right-linear, linear, context-free, context-sensitive, or type-0 grammar G, 
respectively, such that dpic(L(G))= K. 
We will use BRE o, BUN, BCF, Bcs, and BRE to denote the classes of 
regular, linear, context-free, context-sensitive, and recursively enumerable 
basic picture languages. We will use DRE o, DuN, DcF, Dcs, and DRE to 
denote the classes of regular, linear context-free, context-sensitive, and recur- 
sively enumerable drawn picture languages. 
THEOREM 4.1. BREG~ BLI N. 
Proof. The inclusion BREGC_BLIN is obvious. To prove that this 
inclusion is strict we proceed as follows. Let U2= {ld~luil]i>/1}; clearly 
U 2 C LLt N. Assume that B 2 = bpic(U=) C BRE o ; let K C LRE G be such that 
bpic(K) = B 2. Let p ~ B 2. Clearly sub(K) must contain a word z such that 
the start point of dpic(z) equals one of the points in V(p) of degree 1 and the 
end point of dpic(z) equals the other point in V(p) of degree 1 (V(p) has 
precisely two points of degree 1). Consequently for every n ) 1, the language 
ref(sub(K)) must contain either the word ld"lu"l or the word rd"ru"r (or 
both of them). 
Let h be the homomorphism of H* defined by h(l)-= h( r )= l, h(d)= d 
and h(u) = u. Consider Z = h(ref(sub(K)) ~ ld + lu + I. Since sub(K) is regular 
for a regular language K and regular languages are closed under intersections 
and homomorphic mages, Theorem 3.6 implies that Z is a regular language. 
However, it is easily seen that Z = {ldiluilli>~ 1} which is obviously not a 
regular language; a contradiction, 
Thus for no K in LRE o we have bpic(K)=B 2. Consequently 
B= C BLIN -- BRE o and the theorem holds. | 
Before we move to consider the relationship between BuN and BCF we 
need the following technical result about linear languages. The easy proof of 
this result is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G be a finite alphabet, $ ~ S and let K g X*$Z* be a 
linear language. There exists a regular language R c_ 22* such that: 
(I) for  every z ~ R there exists a w C 2;* such that either z$w C K or 
w$z C K, and 
(2) whenever z$w E K for z, w C 22* then either z ~ R or w C R. 
THEOREM 4.3. BLIN~ BCF. 
Proof The inclusion BLI N C_ Bcv is obvious. To prove that this inclusion 
is strict we proceed as follows. Let U3= {rdiruirZdJruJrli, j~N};  clearly 
U~ ~ Lcv. Assume that B 3 = bpic(U3) E BL~N ; let K C LL~r~ be such that 
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bpic(K)=B 3. Let h be the homomorphism of H* defined by h( r )= l, 
h(l)=r, h(u)=u and h(d)=d. Clearly bpic(h(K))=bpic(K)=B 3 and 
consequently if we set K'  = K U h(K), then bpic(K') = B 3. 
Let W=H*--H*{12, r2} H * and let Z=sub(K ' )n  Wrz(wlZWr2) * W. 
Somewhat informally, in each basic picture from B 3 we can distinguish its 
"left part" and its "right part." I fp  ~ B 3, p = bpic(rdnru"r2dmrumr) fo  some 
m, n E N, then the left part of p corresponds to the prefix rd"ru ~ and the 
right part o fp  corresponds to the suffic dmrumr. Thus, intuitively Z contains 
all those parts of descriptions of basic pictures from B 3 in K', which "start" 
in the left part and "stop" in the right part of a picture from B a . (A word in 
Z need not to describe a "complete" picture from B3). 
Clearly, because K~LuN,  we have h(K) CLuN, K' ~ LLI N, 
suh(K') E LL~N and consequently Z C LLI N. Now let $ (E H and let Z'  result 
from Z by replacing in every word of Z the leftmost occurrence of r 2 by rSr. 
Since Z C LLIN, Z' E LLI N and moreover, Z' ~ H*$11*. Let R be a regular 
language which satisfies the statement of Lemma4.2 with respect to the 
language Z'. 
Consider the language ref(R)nrd+ru+r. Since the class of regular 
languages is closed under intersections, Theorem 3.5 implies that this 
language is regular. On the other hand it is easily seen that re f (R)n  
rd+ru+r~ - {rdiruir]i)l} and hence it is not regular, a contradiction. 
Consequently for no K in LL~ N have we bp ic(K)=B 3. Thus 
B 3 E BCF -- BUN and the theorem holds. II 
THEOREM 4.4. BCF ~ Bcs. 
Proof The inclusion BCF ___ Bcs is obvious. To prove that this inclusion 
is strict we proceed as follows. Let U4 = {luit[i is a prime number}; clearly 
U 4CLcs .  Assume that B 4=bpic(Ua) CBcv;  let KCLcF  be such that 
bpic(K) =B 4. Let f be the finite substitution mapping of H* defined by 
f(1) = {1,1' }, f ( r )={r , r '} ,  / (u )={u} and f (d )={d}.  Let K '=f (K)N  
H*l'{u, d}* l'H* and K" =f(K)  nH*r'{u, d}* r'H*; clearly K', K" ~ LcF. 
Let Z'=sub(K')nl '{u,d}*l '  and Z'=sub(K")nr '{u,d}*r ' .  Let h be 
the homomorphism of {u,d,r'}* defined by h(r')=I' and h( r )=r  for 
r C {u, d} and let Z = Z' U h(Z"); clearly Z ~ LCF. 
It is easily seen that 
(1) for every z ~ Z, #u(z) -- #a(z) is a prime number, and 
(2) for every prime number c there exists a word z G Z such that 
#.(z )  - #~(z )  = c. 
On the other hand, since Z C Lc~, the set of Parikh vectors associated 
with Z is semilinear which contradicts (1) and (2). Consequently, for no K 
in Lcv we have bpic(K)=B 4. Thus B 4 C Bcs--BCF and the theorem 
holds. | 
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THEOREM 4.5. BRE = Bcs. 
Proof. Let K C LRE be a picture description language and let G = (S, H, 
P, S) be a type-0 grammar generating K (thus L(G)= K), where S is the 
total alphabet, H is the terminal alphabet, P is the set of productions and S 
is the axiom of G. 
Now let S '=SU {$}, where $~2;  and let P' be the following set of 
productions: 
P'={a-+/~$1~' I~' la-+f lCPandla l>[f l [} 
u {a +f l la  +f l~P  and [al~<lfi[} 
u {sG-, o-$ I o- ~ z}  
u {r$--, Tiny(r) Tit ~ II}. 
Let G '= (S' ,H,P' ,  S). It is easily seen that bpic(L(G'))= bpic(L(G))= 
bpic(K). (As customary, we consider here the equality of languages modulo 
A.) On the other hand, it follows directly from the above construction that 
G' is a type-0-grammar such that for every production a-4fl in it we have 
lal ~< [ill. Consequently L(G') is context-sensitive and so bpic(K) C Bcs. 
Thus the theorem holds. II 
THEOREM 4.6. BREG~ BLIN~ Bcv ~ Bcs = BRE. 
Analogously to the proofs of the above results concerning the hierarchy of 
classes of basic picture languages one can prove 
THEOREM 4.7. DREG~ DLIN~ DcF ~ Dcs = DRE. 
5. SOME BASIC DECISION PROBLEMS 
In this paper we consider the use of H-grammars from the classical 
Chomsky hierarchy as generators of picture languages. One of the first 
questions to be answered in such a setting is: how effective are the definitions 
of picture languages by string grammars (of various generating power)? In 
order to partially answer this question we will consider a number of basic 
decision problems (pertinent to picture languages) on various levels of the 
basic hierarchy. 
THEOREM 5.1. The following problems are decidable for an arbitrary 
context-free H-grammar G and an arbitrary drawn or basic picture q. 
643/54/3-3 
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(1) L(G) ~ des(q)4: 0? (Does q have a description in L(G)? 
(2) ]L(G)~des(q)l is finite? (Does q have a finite number of 
descriptions in L(G)?). 
(3) IL(G) ~ des(q)l = .17 (Is q unambigousiy described in L(G)?) 
Proof. Let q be an arbitrary drawn picture (or a basic picture) and let G 
be a context-free H-grammar. By Theorem 3.3 des(q) is regular and so one 
can construct a context-free grammar H such that L(H) - -L (G)~ des(q). 
Since it is decidable whether or not an arbitrary context-free grammar 
generates a nonempty, finite or a singleton language respectively, problems 
(1), (2), and (3) are decidable. II 
Using the standard proof of the theorem stating that the emptiness 
problem is undecidable for context-sensitive grammars, one easily proves 
THEOREM 5.2. The following problems are undecidable for an arbitrary 
context-sensitive H-grammar G and an arbitrary drawn or basic picture q. 
(1) L(G)~des(q):/:O? 
(2) tZ(G)~des(q)l isfinite? 
(3) IL(G)Ades(q)l : 17 
DEFINITION 5.1. (1) Let Pl,P2 be basic pictures. We say that Pl is a 
subpicture ofps, denoted Pl EPs,  if there exist attached basic pictures p~ and 
p; such that Pl = [P~], P2 = [P~] and P'l -~P;- 
(2) Let ql, q2 be drawn pictures. We say that q~ is a subpicture of qs, 
denoted ql E q2, if base(ql) E_ base(qs). 
(3) Let p be either a basic or a drawn picture and let P be either a 
basic picture language or a drawn picture language, respectively. We say 
that p is a subpicture of P if there exists a p'  C P such that p E_p'. 
The reader should note that in general we may have basic pictures Pl, P2 
such that pl E p2, where Ps=bpic(w) for a H-word w and at the same 
time des(p j )Nsub(w)=O.  For example, consider Fig. 16 and p2 = 
bpic(rul2ur2drd) which is the picture indicated in Fig. 17. 
Pl  
FIGURE 16 
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O 1 
FIGURE 17 
THEOREM 5.3. (1) I t  is decidable whether or not p is a subpicture of 
bpic(L(G)) for an arbitrary basic picture p and an arbitrary eontext-free H- 
grammar G. 
(2) It is decidable whether or not q is a subpicture of dpic(L(G)) for 
an arbitrary drawn picture q and an arbitrary context-free H-grammar G. 
Proof. (1) Letp  be an arbitrary basic picture, p= [p']  and let G be an 
arbitrary context-free //-grammar. Let [p' I = k, k >/2; obviously for k ~ 1, 
the problem considered becomes trivial. A plan for p' is an ordered pair 
a = (ord(a), dir(a)), where ord(a) = (11 ..... lk), dir(a) = (rl ..... rk) and 
(i) for each l~<i~<k, r  iCH,  
(ii) each l;, 1 ~< i ~< k, is a directed line such that /sou(/i), tar(li)} Cp '  
and moreover, l; = (v, r/(v)) for some v ~ V(p'), 
(iii) if 1 ~< i , j~  k and i ¢ j ,  then {sou(/i), tar(li)} =/: {sou(/j), tar(/j)}. 
(iv) for each line b Cp' ,  there exists an 1 ~< i~< k such that {sou(l;), 
tar(l;) / = b. 
Intuitively speaking, a plan for p '  corresponds to a way in which one can 
demonstrate that a H-word w is such that p E bpic(w). This would be done 
as follows. Let dpic(w) = (q), where q is the standard representative of (q), 
q = (q', (0, 0), e); hence q corresponds directly to the inductive definition of 
dpic(w) (see Definition 2.7 and following it, Remark 2.3). Assume that there 
exist positive integers j~ ..... Jk with 1 ~ J l  < "" <Jk ~ I Wl such that ji(w ) = r i 
for 1 ~< i ~< k and there exists m, n C Z such that t'm,n(li) -= oline(j/, w) for 
1 ~ i ~< k (where t'm,, extends, in the obvious way, tm, . to the set of ordered 
lines). Then we say that a is a w-plan or that w satisfies a. Thus if w satisfies 
a, one can point out positions in w, that is j~ ..... Jk, which correspond to 
occurrences of r~,..., rk, respectively, such that lines "contributed" by these 
positions (in the order required by ord(a)!) to q' constitute an attached 
picture in [p'] =p. Moreover, considered as directed lines, those lines have 
directions as specified in ord(a). 
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Clearly, to decide whether or not p_E bpic(L(G)), it suffices to check 
whether or not there exists an plan a for p '  such that a is a w-plan for some 
w C L(G). Since the number of plans for p '  is finite, we can assume that a is 
a fixed plan for p '  and we have to check whether or not L(G)  contains a w 
such that w satisfies a. Thus let a = (ord(a), dir(a)) be a plan for p ' ,  where 
ord(a) = (/1 ..... lk) and dir(a) = (z" 1 ..... z'k). Moreover, let con(a) = (c I ..... Ck-1) 
where, for 1 ~< i ~< k - 1, c i is the vector 
ei = (x(sou(l i+ 1) - x(tar( l i )) ,  y(sou(l i+ 1)) - y ( ta r ( l i ) ) -  
Obviously, a / / -word w satisfies a if and only if W=Wor lWl r  2 . . .  rkWk, 
where w 0, w I ..... w k ~ H* and sh(wi) = c i for 1 ~ i ~< k - 1. In order to "filter 
out" from L(G)  words w satisfying the above conditions, we proceed as 
follows. Let f be the finite substitution of H*  defined by f (p )= {p',p} for 
pCH and let K~=f(L (G) )~H*r~H*r ; . . . r~H* .  For l~ i<.k -1 ,  let, 
H~i)= {l(i),rti),uti),d ti)} and let h i be a homomorphism from H*  into 
(HU)) * defined by hi(p ) = pti) for p E H. Then let K2 = 
{hl(xl )h2(x2). . .hk_l(Xk_l)[  there exist words Xo ..... xk~H*  such that 
x0r~xlr~ ... r'kx k E K1}. Since L(G)  is context-free, K I is context-free and 
(because K 2 is an a-transducer mapping of K1) K 2 is also context-free. 
For 1 ~< i ~ k -1 ,  let c i = (m i, ni). Obviously, L(G)  contains a word w 
such that a is a w-plan if and only if K 2 contains a word z such that for each 
1 <. i <~ k : 7~rti)(z ) = 7~Bi)(2 ) "~ m i and #u,~(z) = #d,~(Z) + n i (C 1). Let K 3 be 
the set of all words over the alphabet (.)~-~ H (i) that satisfy condition (C 1) 
and let P3 be the set of Parikh vectors of K 3 ; clearly P3 is semilinear (and 
can be effectively given). Let Pz be the set of Parikh vectors of K 2. 
Clearly, K 2 contains a word z satisfying condition (C1) if and only if 
P2 ~ P3 4: 0.  Since it is well known that the emptiness of the intersection 
problem for semilinear sets is decidable (see Ginsburg, 1966), it is decidable 
whether or not a is a w-plan for some w C L(G). 
Consequently it is decidable whether or not p ___ bpic(L(G)) and so (1) 
holds. Since (2) follows directly from (1), the theorem holds. II 
Using the standard proof that the emptiness problem for context-sensitive 
grammars is undecidable, one easily proves the following result: 
THEOREM 5.4. (1) It is undecidable whether or not p E_ bp ic (L (G) ) fo r  
an arbitrary basic picture p and an arbitrary context-sensitive H-grammar G. 
(2) It is undecidable whether or not q E_ dpic(L(G)) for  an arbitrary drawn 
picture q and an arbitrary context-sensitive H-grammar G. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let G be a H-grammar.  G is picture finite if bpic(L(G)) 
is finite. 
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Obviously one can have a H-grammar G (even a right-linear H-grammar) 
such that L(G) is infinite while bpic(L(G) is finite. 
In the rest of this section we will consider the decidability of the "picture 
finite" property for the classes of grammars in the basic Chomsky hierarchy. 
The following notion is technically very useful in establishing the 
decidability of the above problem for the class of context-free grammars. 
DEFINITION 5.3. A context-free H-grammar G is normal if, for every 
nonterminal A, A ~*z~Az2, z 1, z 2 E H* implies that z I and z 2 are normal. 
LEMMA 5.5. It is decidable whether or not an arbitrary context-free H- 
grammar is normal. 
Let G be an arbitrary context-free H-grammar, G = (22, H, P, S). Proof 
Let 
K s = { w ~ H* ]there exists an A C 22 -- n and a z ~ H* 
such that either A *~ wAz orA ~> zAw}. 
G G 
Clearly K~ is context-free. Let 7'(K1) be the set of Parikh vectors of Kj.  Let 
K 2 be the set of all H-words w such that #~(w) = #a(W) and #1(w) = #r(w), 
and let T(K2) be the set of Parikh vectors of K 2. Clearly 7t(K2) is a (effec- 
tively constructible) semilinear set. 
Obviously G is normal if and only if T(KI)c_ T(K2). Since it is well 
known that the inclusion problem for semilinear sets is decidable (see 
Ginsburg, 1966) it is decidable whether or not G is normal. Hence the 
lemma holds. | 
LEMMA 5.6. Let G be a normal context-free H-grammar. There exists a 
positive integer C such that for each w ~ L(G), if sh(w) = (m, n), then the 
(m, n)-distance ~ <<. C. 
Proof Let G = (Z, H, P, S) be a normal context-free H-grammar. First 
of all we notice that the standard construction to obtain a context-free (H-) 
grammar in Chomsky normal form equivalent o a given context-free (H-) 
grammar preserves the property of being normal (i.e., the resulting grammar 
is normal if the original grammar is normal). Hence we can assume that G is 
in Chomsky normal form. 
Assume that S =>*SlAS2, A ~*  ZlAZ 2, A => * z, and w = SlZlZZzS2, where 
A is a nonterminal and sl, s2, z~, z2, z are H-words; hence 
S ~ slAs z ~ slz laz2s 2 ~G S1ZlZZ2S2 = W ~ L(G). 
Since G is normal, sh(Zl )  ~- sh(z2) ---- (0, 0) and consequently if we consider a 
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derivation S ~a slAs2 ~ slzs2 W', we get the word w' C L(G) such that 
sh(w') = sh(w); we say that we have applied a reduction (to w). 
Clearly whenever we consider a derivation in G such that the 
corresponding derivation tree contains a path leading from the root to a leaf 
longer than the number of nonterminals, we can perform a reduction. Thus, 
because G is in Chomsky normal form, whenever w EL(G) is such that 
Iwl > 2 C, where e= ]Z - / / ] ,  we can apply a reduction to w. In other words, 
for each w C L(G) we can obtain a w' C L(G) such that sh(w) = sh(w') and 
[w'l ~ 2 c. Hence if we set C = 2 C, the lemma holds. II 
LEMMA 5.7. Let C be a normal context-free H-grammar. There exists a 
context-free//-grammar G' such that G' is normal and L(G') = pref(L(G)). 
Proof Let G = (S,/ / ,  P, S); again we can assume that G is in Chomsky 
normal form. Let Zu= {A'[A E (S - - / / )} ,  S '  =SUS u and let P '  be the set 
of productions defined by: 
(i) i fA~BCEP,  thenA-~BC, A ' -~BC' ,andA~B'~P ' ;  
(ii) if A~aCP,  then A~a,  A '~a,  and A ' -~ACP ' .  Let 
G '= (S', H, P ' ,  S'). Clearly L(G')= pref(L(G)). To see that G' is normal 
we consider separately two cases. Let A E (S - - / / ) .  
(1) Assume that A =~*, ZlAZ 2 for some Zl, z 2 C H*. Since a symbol 
from 22-  H never derives in G' a symbol from S~,, we have A ~*ZlAZ 2 and 
consequently sh(zl) = sh(z2) = (0, 0). 
(2) Assume that A'~*a,ZlA'Z 2. Then obviously z2=A and there 
exists a H-word w such that A =>*zlAw. Hence sh(z l )= sh(z2)= (0,0). 
From (1) and (2) it follows that G' is normal and so the lemma holds. | 
LEMMA 5.8. Let G be a context-free//-grammar. L(G) is picture-finite if 
and only if G is normal. 
Proof (1) Assume that L(G) is picture-finite. Since it is obvious that if 
G is not normal, then L(G) is not picture-finite, we conclude that G is 
normal. 
(2) Assume that G is normal. Then Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 imply that 
L(G) is picture-finite. Hence the lemma holds. II 
THEOREM 5.9. It is decidable whether or not an arbitrary context-free 
//-grammar is picture-finite. 
Proof The theorem follows directly from Lemmas 5.5 and 5.8. II 
Once again, using the standard proof of the undecidability of the 
emptiness problem for context-sensitive grammars, one can easily prove. 
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THEOREM 5.10. I t  is undeeidable whether or not an arbitrary context- 
sensit ive H-grammar  is picture-f inite. 
6. ON PICTURE COMPLEXITY 
In this section we will consider a way of looking at the complexity of a 
basic or drawn picture. Clearly, given a / / -word  w, it may be the case that w 
contains redundancies as far as the description of bpic(w) is concerned (e.g., 
take w= ururdlur removing the suffix ur still yields a word describing 
bpic(w)). Even if a word does not contain redundancies of this kind, it may 
be the case that a shorter word describes the same picture (e.g., consider 
w I = (udr)2u and w 2 = udrudl2u; both w 1 and w z describe the same basic 
picture, w z does not have redundancies---each subword of it is needed--stil l 
w 1 is a shorter description of bpic(w2) . 
Considerations of this kind lead us to 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let w be a H-word. (1) w is b-minimal if izt >~ ]w I for 
every H-word z such that bp ic(z )= bpic(w). (2) w is d-minimal  if Iz] >~ Iw] 
for every H-word z such that dp ic(z )= dpic(w). 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let w I = urdl, w 2 = rudrld, and w 3 = r2lud 2. Then we 
have Figs. 18 and 19 and clearly all three words w~, w 2, and w 3 are both 
b-minimal and d-minimal. 
The above example illustrates the following two points: 
(i) A given drawn (or basic) picture can have several d-minimal (or 
b-minimal)/ / -words that describe it. 
(ii) The length of the d-minimal (or b-minimal) H-word that describes 
a given drawn (or basic) picture depends not only on its size, but also on its 
"structure." In the example above we have Idpic(wi)]=]dpic(w2)l= 
Idpic(w3)/= 4 while Iwll = 4 and Iw21 = tw31 = 6. 
An obvious way to describe the descriptional complexity of a picture is to 
dpic (w 2) = 
dpic (w I) : dpic(w3) : 
FIGURE 18 
'7 
FIGURE 19 
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consider the ratio of the minimal length of (a word needed for) its 
description to the size of the picture. 
DEFINITION 6.2. (1) Let p be a nonempty basic picture. The descrip- 
tionaI complexity of p, denoted com(p), is defined by corn(p)= I wl/Ipl, 
where w is a b-minimal//-word such that bpic(w)=p. 
(2) Let q be a nonempty drawn picture. The descriptional complexity 
of q is defined by corn(q)= Iwl/lql, where w is a d-minimal //-word such 
that dpic(w) = q. 
The following result summarizes some basic properties of the descriptional 
complexity of a basic picture. 
THEOREM 6.1. (1) The descriptional complexity of a nonempty basic 
picture p satisfies the inequality 1 ~ com(p) < 2. Moreover, com(p) = 1 /f 
and only if at most two points in V(p) are of odd degree. (2) For every 
positive real 0 < ~ < 1 there exists a basic picture p such that corn(p) > 
2-~. 
Proof. (1) Obviously i fp  is a nonempty basic picture, then com(p)>~ 1. 
Assume that P0 = [q] is a basic picture such that corn(p0)/> 2 and that it is 
a "minimal" basic picture with this property in the sense that for every 
nonempty basic picture p such that p < P0 the inequality corn(p) < 2 holds. 
Let {v,v'} ~q be such that q' =q-{v ,x '}  is an attached (connected!) 
basic picture and let r be such that v' = r(v); we can assume that v C V(q'). 
Thus there exists a H-word w' such that bpic(w' )=p'=[q ' ]  and 
Iw'l/Iq'l < 2. 
Consider now the inductive definition of bpic(w') (see Definition 2.7 and 
Remark 2.3). Clearly, we may assume that q' is the base of the standard 
representative of bpic(w'). Let w'=a~a 2... a k, k>/1. Let i be a fixed 
integer, l<<,i<<.k such that l ine( i ,w')={v,v '} for some point v'. If 
ol ine(i ,w')=(v,v') ,  then set w=a~.. .ai_~rinv(r)aiai+ l . . .a  k and if 
oline(i, w") = (v', v), then set w = al "" air inv(r) ai+l "'" ak. Clearly 
bpic(w) =P0.  However, [w[/[Pol = (Iw'l + 2)/([q'l + 1) < 2 which 
contradicts the fact that com(p0)~> 2. Consequently for every nonempty 
basic picture p we have corn(p) < 2. 
Assume now that p is a nonempty basic picture such that corn(p)= 1. 
Clearly this implies that at most two points in V(p) are of odd degree. I fp is 
a nonempty basic picture such that all points in V(p) are of even degree, 
then p (viewed as a graph) is Eulerian (see, e.g., Theorem 7.1 in Harrary, 
1969) and so corn(p)= 1. If exactly two points in V(p) are of odd degree, 
then p contains a path beginning at one of the odd points and ending at the 
other that contains all lines of p exactly once (see, e.g., Corollary 7.1 in 
Harrary 1969). Thus corn(p)= 1. Consequently (1) holds. 
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(2) Let ~ be a positive real 0 < ~ < 1. For a positive integer m, consider 
the word z m = (dmrum) m and the basic picture qm ~- bpic(zm). Hence, Fig. 20. 
Assume that w is such that bpic(w)= qm" Clearly the lines of at least 
(m - 1) of the (m + 1) "vertical" lines must be drawn at least wice. Conse- 
quently, 
while 
Iwl >/ 2m(m-  1) + m + 2m = 2mZ + m 
Lqmi=(m+ 1)m+m=m2 + 2m. 
Thus com(qm) >/[Wl/(qmf = 2 -- (3/(m + 2)) and if we set m > (3/~) - 2 we 
get com(qm) > 2-- ~. Hence (2) holds. II 
For drawn pictures we have 
THEOREM 6.2. The descriptional complexity of a nonempty drawn 
picture q satisfies the inequality 1 ~< corn(q) ~< 2. Moreover corn(q) = 1 if and 
only if either (i) all points in V(q) are of even degree and start(q)= end(q), 
or (ii) two points in V(q) are of odd degree and one of them is the start point 
of q while the other one is the end point of q. 
Proof. Notice that the drawn picture (Fig. 21) is such that corn(q)= 2. 
The "rest" of the statement of the theorem can be proved quite analogously 
to the way that Theorem 6.1 was proved. II 
FIGURE 21 
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7. DIscussioN 
In this section we do not want to give an extensive, but at the same time 
incomplete, list of further problems and questions which arise in connection 
with the {u, d, r, l} picture description concept introduced here (such further 
questions involve, e.g., parsing, optimality of pictures languages, picture 
equivalence for languages, etc.). Instead, we discuss alternatives for, and 
extensions of, the concept itself. 
First consider a picture description alphabet H z = {g, r}, where g stands 
for "move ahead one unit" and r stands for "rotate by 90 ° clockwise." For 
example, w---gZrg2r3gr3g, would correspond to the picture in Fig. 22. (We 
omit detailed and formal definitions here, and appeal to the intuition of the 
reader.) Minsky and Papert used this concept to establish the so-called 
"turtle-language." (Already children may learn to program a "turtle- 
machine" which draws pictures in a plane.) For the formal language 
theoretical aspect, the following fact is of interest. 
FACT. There is an a-transducer T which maps words v in H* to 
corresponding words w in 1I*, i.e., such that v and w describe the same 
picture and vice versa. 
Now it is easy to transform our {u, d, r,/}-results to {g, r}-results; in a 
restricted sense all results are transformable on a one to one basis. 
If one gives up sticking to 90 ° rotations, one does not use the square grid 
any longer. So in //2,~= {g,G}, n>/2, r, stands for "rotate by 360/n 
degrees clockwise." For n = 2, we have only forward and backward moves 
possible; for n = 3, we have an underlying hexagonal grid as indicated in 
Fig. 23 n -- 4 provides the well-known square grid; and for n = 6, we obtain 
a triangle grid as drawn in Fig. 24. It is a well-known fact that these are the 
only symmetric planar infinite grids (a consequence of the Eulerian formula). 
C 0 r 
FIGURE 22 
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The next idea is an extension of our concept to provide coloured and 
unconnected pictures. It is similar to an idea of Mylopoulos (1972). Let 
I I=  {u, & r,l} be the well-known picture alphabet and let C be a set of 
values, e.g., colours or different levels of light. Moreover, let fl be the blank 
symbol. Now the new picture alphabet II c is defined as 
/ / c=n x (c u {/~}). 
The reader might easily recognize the effect of this new alphabet. Consider a 
tuple (r, c) in H c. The tuple stands for "go one unit in the direction of r" 
(e.g., for r = u, go upwards) and "draw a line with the colour indicated by 
c." If c equals the blank symbol fl, then there is no line drawn, rather we 
move "one unit in the direction indicated by r." Note that an exact definition 
would have to take care of the fact that a line can be drwn two or more 
times, using different colours. 
FmunE 24 
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Some of our results need further investigation before they can be 
applicable to the new picture description alphabets H c. Nevertheless H- 
theorems and their proofs are of considerable help for the solution of I I  c- 
problems. 
In general, the simplicity of the H-concept can be seen as its great 
advantage. It enables a systematic formal language theoretical investigation 
(exceeding the one presented in this paper). Also, for other concepts it can be 
seen as a basis for further research. We hope that we can continue this 
systematic investigation and present further results in forthcoming papers. 
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